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Account by Confederate General and Chief of Artillery Edward Porter Alexander of the artillery
barrage prior to and of Pickett's Charge on the third day at Gettysburg. From Battles & Leaders.



THE GREAT CHARGE AND ARTILLERY FIGHTING AT GETTYSBURG. BY E. PORTER
ALEXANDER, BRIGADIER-GENERAL, C. S. A.THE Reserve Artillery of Longstreet's corps, in
the Gettysburg campaign, consisted of the Washington Artillery of New Orleans, then under
Major Eshleman, nine guns, and my own battalion of twenty-six guns. Besides these, the artillery
of the corps comprised Cabell's, Henry's, and Dearing's battalions of eighteen guns each. The
latter battalions were usually attached, on the march, respectively to McLaws's, Hood's, and
Pickett's divisions of infantry.On the first of July, 1863, the Reserve Artillery was encamped near
Greenwood, and we had no idea that the great battle of the campaign had already opened about
eighteen miles away. Early in the night, however, rumors reached us that Hill's corps had been
heavily engaged, and that Ewell's had come to his assistance; that the enemy had been driven
some distance, but had finally made a stand in a very strong position. These rumors were soon
followed by orders for the artillery to march at 1 o'clock for the front. There was little time for
sleep before taking the road, and I think but few improved even that little. There was the usual
lively interest, of course, to hear of the personal fortunes of friends in the two corps which had
been engaged. Who was killed and who safe ? Then there was no one so dull as not to
appreciate the tremendous gravity to us of the results of the battle which the next day was to
bring. We had penetrated farther into the enemy's country than ever before. Our only
communication with our arsenals and depots was by an unguarded wagon-road to Staunton,
Virginia, about two hundred miles, over mountains and across unbridged rivers; much of it
through a hostile country, and all of it liable to cavalry raids by the enemy. But we felt that we
were now, somehow, nearer the enemy's heart than we had ever been before,— within easy
reach of some vital part,— and that a blow struck now must have many times the effect it would
have if given in Virginia against only an invading army. Our confidence in Lee was, of course,
supreme, and the opportune arrival of Ewell to Hill's aid gave fresh confirmation of the skill that
would direct our efforts. There seemed to be a prevalent feeling that fortune now favored us and
that victory or defeat now depended solely on ourselves.
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Ebook Library Reader, “An original account by a key player.. Colonel Alexander's artillery duel
with Union forces in support of Pickett's charge has become legendary. In this tome, Alexander
gives some details about the battle from the artilleryman's viewpoint. Any romantic notions one
might have about Southern gentility are blown away by Alexander's rhapsodic description of his
joy in raining shells into masses of Union soldiers when they're retreating in panic. This was a
war about mass slaughter using heavy weaponry. Although Alexander doesn't dwell on the
brutality of the war...particularly the battle of Gettysburg...his spare prose hints at it. An excellent
look at the mentality of Porter and of the Southern warriors generally.”

Rob n Hoode, “Great insights from a first hand account. "The Charge" on July 3, 1863, the 3rd
day of the Battle of Gettysburg, is probably one of the most controversial and therefore analyzed
actions of the Civil War. Alexander was the officer in charge of the CSA artillery preparation and
was actually delegated by Longstreet to give the final order to attack. When Pickett received the
order from Alexander he was confused so he rode to see Longstreet personally and Longstreet
again refused to give the order, so Pickett saluted and left to conduct the assault. My only
caveat with this article is that I seem to remember these are Alexander's comments from his
memory but several years after the battle.”

Charles van Buren, “Actions of the artillery supporting Longstreet's corps at Gettysburg. Colonel
Alexander (later general) was given command of all Longstreet's artillery for the attacks on the
Union left and then the center (Pickett's charge). This is his account of those actions and a little
of the aftermath.  Clearly written and easy to follow even without maps.”

Grizzlyone, “The Charge. I am always looking for more background about the battle. This was
from the period of the Civil War written by a contemporary. The book is interesting to me as a
read and a resource. The Charge is of course the most widely recognized part of the Battle of
Gettysburg.”

Careful Shopper, “Fine view from a key participant. Unexpected beautiful style from a key
participant--and one with no ax to grind (i.e. fair to Longstreet, Lee, etc.)! I've read it on my
Kindle probably three times over a year; it just brings me closer to Gettyburg without
overwhelming me.”

J.B. Karren, “A great, short account of E. A great, short account of E.P. Alexander's experiences
at Gettysburg on the third day. A very similar account is in his book Military Memoirs of a
Confederate. Some interesting additions that I don't recall him mentioning in his book (it has
been a while since I read his book). One of these was the missed opportunity of the
Confederate artillery, situated north of Gettysburg, to enfilade the Union lines located on



Cemetery Ridge prior to Pickett's charge.”

Glenn B. Knight, “Alexander does it again. The best writer in the Confederacy is without question
E. P. Alexander. This little memoir fills in many of the gaps in knowledge of the plans and actions
of the ANV at Gettysburg. Well worth reading at any level of interest.”

Ackjac, “Awesome. Puts you right in the action as it happened. Being a civil war affection ado,
this is one report that I will read over and over.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good Value. Some interesting insight from the Confederate side”

lyndie, “A Great Read!!. A must book for any civil war library!”

The book by Edward Porter Alexander has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 20 people have provided
feedback.
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